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1 | NEED FOR INNOVATION IN SOLID STATE LIGHTING

There is a need for radical innovation in the domain of Solid State Lighting (SSL). We will not be able to capture the real potential of intelligent SSL solutions if we stick to the ‘current business’ and doing ‘more of the same’. We need to explore and create new ways of working to capture the potential added value of SSL. Therefore, we propose to look differently at lighting and at the opportunities that SSL enables.

1.1 OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROMOTING HEALTH AND WELLBEING

SSL enables the delivery of better quality light than traditional lighting. SSL is an opportunity to promote ‘health and wellbeing’ by developing innovative lighting concepts and solutions. We can translate scientific knowledge concerning the effects of light on people into intelligent and dynamic lighting products and services. Such innovations will also help to promote a broader interest and spur public investments into SSL.

1.2 OPPORTUNITIES FOR GREEN BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

SSL enables better functionality and attractiveness with solutions which also save energy. SSL offers opportunities to develop green business based on innovative lighting concepts and solutions. We can interpret SSL as a way to combine sustainable development and new business creation in line with companies’ ambitions for corporate social responsibility, and contributing to governments’ ambitions for societal social responsibility.

1.3 TRANSITIONS

The SSL-erate project aims at accelerating the uptake of high-quality Solid State Lighting (SSL) technology in Europe by supporting open innovation and bringing validated information to all relevant stakeholders. This ambition can be visualized as transitions along two axes, going beyond current business and current experiences: towards Improving Health and Wellbeing, and towards Green Business Growth, typically involving also the development of new ways of working and new business models—see Figure 1.

To develop such radical innovations, it is crucial to understand the needs of potential customers and users. We need to facilitate open dialogues and jointly explore and develop new products and services. Such dialogues need to involve diverse actors: companies across the value chain (from development and manufacturing to marketing and deployment), and institutions, governments and municipalities, which can act as lead customers.
2 | OPEN INNOVATION: COMMUNICATION AND COLLABORATION

In the SSL-erate project we define Open Innovation as ‘organizing an innovation process in which companies and/or organizations collaborate in a network or consortium’. Open Innovation typically involves open dialogues and sharing of knowledge. Additionally and typically for the SSL-erate, Open Innovation refers also to the following:

- Using scientific knowledge and customers’ ideas concerning ‘green business development’ and/or ‘lighting for health and wellbeing’
- Inviting and using input from ‘lead customers’, e.g. cities, local governments, schools or hospitals, or from ‘lead users’, e.g. citizens or the people working in schools or hospitals
- Articulating and sharing ‘lessons learned’ and ‘best practices’ in collaborative innovation within and between the participating local lighting clusters.
- Co-branding, e.g. combining the identity and communication of a city and a company, as a way to highlight the potential synergies between various interests and actors.

Typically, there will be different partners with different backgrounds, roles and interests, e.g., from the supply side as well as from the demand side who share a common goal. They collaborate to solve a specific problem, to seize a particular opportunity, to create something new together, e.g., a new product, service, process, or business model. They collaborate to achieve something that each one of them could not have done individually. In the vocabulary of Open Innovation, we aim to combine an ‘outside-in’ approach in which an organization ‘imports’ ideas or knowledge, and an ‘inside-out’ approach in which an organization ‘exports’ ideas or knowledge, so that a ‘coupled’ approach emerges: diverse companies and organizations collaborate, enter into open dialogues, and share knowledge to jointly create something new.

2.1 ADVANTAGES OF OPEN INNOVATION

In general, Open Innovation provides the following advantages:

- Opportunities for radical innovation and joint value creation because diverse actors collaborate and can jointly achieve goals they could not achieve on their own.
- Create a ‘new market’ (where currently there is no market), collaboration between suppliers and customers—in the case of SSL-erate: to create an interest in Solid State Lighting
- Combining one’s own knowledge and competences with the knowledge and competences of other organizations, making innovation more effective or efficient.
- Larger pool of knowledge and resources, by collaborating with experts, suppliers, customers or users, and using their knowledge and resources (‘outside-in’).
- More opportunities for bringing products or services into ‘new markets’, e.g. using the sales and distribution of other capabilities of other organizations (‘inside-out’)
- Faster or better innovation process by learning from others, e.g. by discussing ‘lessons learned’ or ‘best practices’ with ‘competitors’
- Overall, Open Innovation can make innovation more efficient and effective, e.g. by sharing costs (e.g. in collaborating) and sharing risks (e.g. not ‘putting all eggs in one basket’)

---

1 See: Vanhaverbeke 2006. This is different from the early or mainstream literature on Open Innovation, which tends to focus on innovation within one (large) company, which ‘imports’ or ‘exports’ ideas or knowledge.
2.2 RISKS OF OPEN INNOVATION

In general, the risks of Open Innovation are the following:

- Less control over innovation process and over deployment/marketing—because other parties are involved, who also exercise control
- More complexity, e.g. management, control, governance, and leadership—because other parties are involved requiring extra coordination
- Risk of ‘loosing’ valuable information or intellectual property to others—which was not intended for sharing (unintended knowledge spill-overs)
- Difficulty of aligning different innovation processes within the organization, e.g. when ‘Open Innovation’ and ‘Closed Innovation’ run in parallel
- Resistance in the company, e.g. ‘Not Invented Here’ (challenge to import and adopt ideas from outsiders) or ‘Not Sold Here’ (challenge to export or sell products to outsiders)
- Overall, Open Innovation poses a range of challenges in that it needs a culture of transparency, agreement, openness, communication and collaboration

2.3 AN EXAMPLE OF OPEN INNOVATION

In 2010 the German Federal Research Ministry launched the innovation promoting LED competition Communities in a New Light. The City of Rietberg won a €2 million grant. One of the rules of the competition was that the cities need to share their experiences and ‘lessons learned’ (which can be seen as a form of Open Innovation since it involves the sharing of knowledge).

Philips developed the Rietberg solution in an open dialogue with two universities and the local association for people who are visually impaired (open innovation since it involves collaborative innovation). The solution involved a change of light colour from white to yellow, glare reduction and better guidance—appreciated by many more than only those people who are visually impaired.

Rietberg’s mayor André Kuper: “This project marks a milestone in modern urban development and climate policy. It shows how energy saving LED lighting can be successfully integrated within a historic atmosphere.” In 2013, Rietberg won the city,people,light award; the jury stated: “The result changes the character of the city and turns it into a safer, more enjoyable, and inviting city centre”.
3 | THROUGH THE OPEN INNOVATION PROCESS

An innovation process is inherently ‘slippery’; at the start of an innovation process it is not entirely clear how the end-result will look like. The preferred way of coping with this ‘slippery’ element is to express and discuss the possible end-result of the innovation process early-on (e.g. as a ‘sketch’), and to organize iterations in which this ‘sketch’ is re-vised, discussed and improved iteratively.

3.1 IDEA FOR THE INNOVATION (INITIAL)

A new business model? Or a combination of these?

Which organization/people will buy it, i.e., pay for it (customers)?  
E.g., a public school.  
Are there different market segments? Which others?

Which organization/people will actually use it (users)?  
E.g., teachers and students.  
Are there different user groups? Which others?

Which other organizations/people will be affected by the innovation?  
E.g., maintenance.  
Other stakeholders that need to be involved?  
E.g., municipalities.
3.2 ADDED VALUE OF THE INNOVATION

In which practical situation(s) will the product/service be used? ('jobs to be done')

Which problem(s) does it solve? ('worries and pains')

What is the added value for customers or users? ('gains and delights')

Which products/services are currently available or used in these situations?

What is its 'relative advantage' compared to those products/services?
3.3 PROMOTING HEALTH AND WELLBEING AND/OR GREEN BUSINESS GROWTH

The SSL-erate project aims to develop innovations promoting people's health and wellbeing, and/or green business growth. As a consequence, the following questions also need to be addressed:

**FOR PROMOTING HEALTH AND WELLBEING**

How exactly is this new product/service promoting health and wellbeing?

How is it ‘better’ in this respect as compared to currently available solutions?

What does ‘better’ mean, practically, from the perspective of customers or users?

Can we quantify the improvement offered by this innovation?

**FOR GREEN BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT**

How exactly is this new product/service promoting green business development?

How is it ‘better’ in this respect as compared to currently available solutions?

And what does ‘better’ mean, practically, from the perspective of customers or users?

Can we quantify the improvement offered by this innovation?
3.4 DEVELOPING A BUSINESS MODEL (FIRST DRAFT)

Which key activities are needed to realize this innovation, this new product/service? E.g., development, production, marketing, distribution, installation, etc. (‘value chain’)

What key resources are needed to realize this innovation, this new product/service? E.g., production facilities, distribution channels, technological know-how, etc.

Which parties are interested to be partners in a consortium to realize this innovation?

Are there other parties needed for the innovation—to find and invite into the consortium?

Are there other parties needed for the innovation—but outside the consortium?
What would be the roles of these partners/party\(_s\)?
Which activities or resources do they contribute?

Draw the relationships, collaborations, transactions and interdependencies between partners:

What is the ‘value proposition’ for customers? (see: Added value, above)
Are their different value propositions for different customers/segments?
What would customers be willing to pay for this product/service?  
E.g., based on what they currently pay for similar products/services.

First estimate of revenues: number of units <multiply> revenues per unit

First estimate of costs: number of units <multiply> costs per unit

First estimate of initial (one-off) investments, e.g., development

First estimate of profit: revenues <minus> costs.

What would be a fair way to distribute revenues between parties?

What would be a fair way to distribute costs and investments between parties?

What are key risks or things that need to be solved or questions that need to be answered?

The development of a viable and feasible business model for collaboration is at the heart of successful Open Innovation. The ‘Business Model Canvas’ is a practical approach to jointly develop (‘sketch’) a business model for innovation and collaboration. Participants can plot their own efforts and efforts by others. By doing that they clarify why and how they will need to collaborate.
4 | HOW TO ORGANIZE OPEN INNOVATION

Companies or organizations participating in Open Innovation (OI) may face several challenges. Below are ten key topics that need to be managed when organizing Open Innovation\(^3\). The first topics (1-5) relate to the ‘soft’ side of OI (‘relational governance’\(^4\)). They require continuous attention, from the start-up of a collaboration and throughout the collaborative innovation process.

| 1. Relationships and cohesion between the people and parties involved |
| 2. Open communication and dialogues between the people and parties involved |
| 3. Commitment of people and parties to collective goals, e.g. avoid opportunistic behaviour like ‘free riding’ |
| 4. Trust between the people and parties involved, e.g. feeling of safety |
| 5. Climate for innovation and creativity, e.g. dealing with uncertainty |

The other topics (6-10) relate to the ‘hard’ side of OI (‘structural governance’\(^5\)). They are related to building and managing a network or consortium and making collaborative innovation successful.

| 6. Clear strategy and goals for collaboration, e.g. ‘make or buy or collaborate’ |
| 7. Selection of relevant and appropriate partners, e.g. combining ‘own’ competences with other parties’ competences |
| 8. Structure and governance for collaboration, e.g. dividing of tasks and processes for decision making and conflicts resolution |
| 9. Contractual arrangements, e.g. for dividing investments and revenues, or for sharing knowledge, including Intellectual Property (e.g. Non Disclosure Agreements) |
| 10. Evaluation (during collaboration) of process and results of collaboration |

In the next 10 sections, these topics are briefly introduced, and practical recommendations are provided, in order to help to organize a successful process of Open Innovation. Like any toolkit, one can use this Open Innovation Toolkit in many different ways.

- If there is already some kind of collaboration, and if it needs to be improved, one can go to sections 4.1 to 4.5 (below), depending on the topic that needs to be improved, e.g. open communication.
- If parties are busy starting-up the collaboration, it can be useful to (also) look at sections 4.6 to 4.10 (below), in roughly that order: from strategy and partner selection to contracts and evaluation.

---

3 Partially based on: Omta et al. 2011.
5 Partially based on: Tjemjes et al. 2012.
4.1 RELATIONSHIPS AND COHESION

Productive relationships between people and parties are at the heart of successful Open innovation. Different organizations and companies can collaborate in the form of a network or consortium. They can share their knowledge and experiences, and their different competences and skills can supplement each other. Hence, combining their differences offers benefits. However, making the collaboration productive and successful requires extra attention.

There is a natural development in a team’s functioning: 1) ‘forming’, bringing the people together; 2) ‘storming’, positioning and trying-out roles; 3) ‘norming’, finding norms and ways to collaborate; and 4) ‘performing’, actually collaborating. This means, e.g. that it is ‘natural’ when there is some level of friction in the start-up period of a team, and that critically discussing ‘norms’ and ways of working can help to move towards productive collaboration.

When forming a team, it is also critical to be aware that different roles are necessary, and that there are dynamics between these roles. It may be useful to consider and discuss different people’s roles explicitly, e.g. by using the “Belbin roles”6, and assessing whether these are present within the team: Plant, Resource Investigator, Co-ordinator, Shaper, Monitor/Evaluator, Teamworker, Implementer, Completer/Finisher, and Specialist.

In order to make teamwork and collaboration productive, these topics need attention:

- Open communication (see below, section 2)
- Commitment to shared goals (see below, section 3)
- Trust and safety (see below, section 4)

The following actions are ways to create (more) productive relationships:

- Each party expresses their own vision, interests and overall goals
- Each party expresses their concerns, bottlenecks or challenges
- Each party expresses their expectations for other parties’ activities

Next, they can bring their interests, concerns and expectations together and jointly articulate:

- A shared vision and overall, collective goals
- A shared vision on how to collaborate
- How to collaborate practically, e.g. dividing tasks, dealing with conflicts

6 Belbin team roles: http://www.belbim.com
4.2 OPEN COMMUNICATION AND DIALOGUES

Open communication and open dialogues are critical for Open Innovation. Obviously, communication and dialogues have two sides. Expressing ideas, interests, concerns and expectations is one side. Listening to other people, and their ideas, interests, concerns and expectations is the other side. Openness requires efforts from all the people involved.

These are practical recommendations to facilitate communication:

**INTERPRETATIONS**
- Use language that other people can understand, e.g. avoid technical jargon
- If you need to use technical jargon, you need to explain what you mean
- Check whether you have interpreted information correctly

**ASSUMPTIONS**
- Express any implicit assumptions, in order to avoid misunderstandings
- Ask for other people to also express their implicit assumptions
- Check whether you understood other people's assumptions correctly

**PROBLEMS**
- Discuss any problems or challenges—preferably before they ‘get out of hand’
- Make sure others understand the problem or challenge
- Work together on exploring the problem and on finding solutions

**PRACTICALLY**
- Agree on with whom to communicate—within the project and outside the project (‘public relations’)
- Agree on which means to use—e.g., a mix of face-to-face, conference calls, and email
- Agree on a mixture of frequent/shorter meetings and less-frequent/longer meetings
- Communicate regularly and effectively, e.g., with clear agenda points
- Document important issues to share them with those who were not present
- If you use emails, make them ‘actionable’, i.e., asking for specific actions
- Communication fosters trust and helps to keep the project ‘on track’ and ‘on target’

**CHECKLIST** - to evaluate communication:
- We freely express our thought and feelings
- We listen to each other, what we say, and also ‘what we don’t say’
- We understand each other’s language
- We express implicit assumptions
- We freely discuss problems and challenges
- We ask questions, to check our interpretation and understanding
- We have clear agreements on how to communicate, and with whom
- We communicate frequently and effectively
4.3 COMMITMENT

For Open Innovation, it is critical that the people and parties involved commit to collective goals—the goals for collaboration. Please note that it is okay if people and parties also have their own, individual goals, as long as they can also commit to their shared, collective goals. In addition, it is critical that higher management provides sufficient support and resources.

The following recommendations can help to create (more) commitment:

- Discuss which are individual goals of specific people or parties, and which are shared, collective goals—and identify whether there is sufficient ‘overlap’

- Find ways to safeguard that shared goals are guiding the collaboration—instead of, e.g., the individual goals of one person or party

- Distribute ownership over more than one person to prevent that only one single enthusiastic person is responsible and visible as ‘driver’

- Make clear agreements for different people’s roles, tasks and responsibilities so that they can indeed commit to these roles, tasks and responsibilities

- Exchange personnel on a regular basis—personal contact and site visits are essential for maintaining communication and trust

- When committed to collective goals, people can also informally help each other, i.e., beyond or besides their formal roles and tasks

- And: Celebrate successes—because positive feelings help to generate and improve commitment (much better than, e.g., sanctions or negative feelings)

CHECKLIST - to evaluate commitment:

- We understand each other’s individual goals
- We have clear and shared, collective goals
- We have clear agreements for roles, tasks and responsibilities
- Our commitment motivates people to help each other
4.4 TRUST AND SAFETY

Trust and safety are important in order to bridge differences between parties. Only if parties trust each other and feel safe, will they share ideas and knowledge and communicate openly. Therefore, trust and safety are key conditions for successful Open Innovation.

Recommendations that can help to develop or improve trust and safety are:

**TEAM BUILDING**
- Make sure that the team feels and functions like a team
- Create social relations between people from different organisations
- Develop multiple collaborations projects—successful collaboration in one project can help partners to cope with collaboration in less successful projects

**PROCEDURES**
- Make sure there is knowledge about intellectual property rights (IPR), or ask assistance regarding IPR
- Create an open dialogue about IPR challenges in a team with multiple parties—i.e., discuss IPR matters openly and early-on; there is no benefit in acting as if IPR is not an issue...
- Make sure your legal and IP department have an open attitude
- Make clear agreements on ‘knowledge leakage’, e.g., sharing ideas outside the project
- Make agreements for knowledge management: how to collect and share knowledge

**FAIRNESS**
- Make sure there is a balance in the (various) costs and (various) benefits which each party brings to the collaboration and receives from the collaboration
- If something is unbalanced, make that explicit and find a solution
- Beware of ‘freeriding’, e.g., one partner enjoying the benefits of collaboration while contributing little

**RISKS AND LEARNING**
- Encourage partners to take risks and present new ideas, e.g., noticing new opportunities
- Emphasise the benefits of learning, e.g., make sure there are little or no sanctions on ‘failure’ (provided that those involved learn from it)

**CHECKLIST - evaluate trust and safety:**
- We act like a team, and it feels like team
- We share knowledge in effective and productive ways
- We have clear (legal) arrangements for IPR
- What each party brings to the project and gets from the project is balanced and fair
- We promote a healthy amount of risk taking and learning
4.5 CLIMATE FOR INNOVATION AND CREATIVITY

Open Innovation requires not only a climate for collaboration, but also a climate for innovation, including elements like leadership, incentives, ‘mind set’, and resources.

LEADERSHIP
• Make sure that higher management supports Open Innovation and that people within the organization know about it, e.g., via ‘success stories’ of Open Innovation and its benefits
• Leadership styles need to facilitate collaboration and innovation, e.g., democratic or servant leadership7

INCENTIVES
• Make (individual personnel) targets, assessments and rewards in line with an Open Innovation approach, e.g., reward: collaboration, sharing knowledge and innovation
• Create incentives for employees to become involved in Open Innovation and take leading roles for Open Innovation

‘MIND SET’
• Promote initiative taking and entrepreneurial attitude and behaviour in employees
• Promote the screening of the external environment for new opportunities

RESOURCES
• Resources that enable employees to make commitments and enter into agreements
• Facilities that enable Open Innovation, e.g., communication and information sharing

CHECKLIST - to evaluate the climate for innovation and creativity:

☐ Our management supports Open Innovation
☐ There are incentives for innovation attitude and behaviour
☐ Our ‘mind set’ includes initiative taking and exploring new opportunities

7 See, e.g.: http://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newLDR_84.htm
4.6 CLEAR STRATEGY AND GOALS FOR COLLABORATION

A first step in successful Open Innovation is the joint articulation of a clear strategy for collaboration and of clear goals for collaboration.

A clear strategic purpose is key—collaboration is never an end in itself, but needs to contribute to a business strategy. Therefore, each party—before the collaboration is created—needs to assess what they want to achieve; they need to articulate their own, individual goals. A careful examination of these individual goals can result in three basic, strategic options:

- I can realize these goals by doing things by myself (‘make’)
- I can realize these goals by buying something from somebody (‘buy’)
- In order to realize these goals, I need to collaborate with others (‘collaboration’)

For ‘collaboration’, the parties involved need to discuss their individual goals and to articulate shared, collective goals. They need to articulate a way to jointly create value, e.g. by combining their different resources or competences so that, e.g., an idea of Company A can be further developed by company B; or so that A and B can jointly develop this idea and incorporate it into a new product or service; or so that a product or service from company C can be brought to the market by company D; or so that C and D can jointly market this new product or service.

There are many options. Therefore, it is of key importance to articulate clear and specific collective goals—preferably in the ‘SMART’ format: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Results-based, and Time-bound. Given the goals (to promote health and wellbeing and green business) of the SSL-erate project, ‘SMART’ can also be read as: Sustainable, Meaningful, Ambitious, Relevant, and Time-boxed.

- Please operate with long-term horizons—having long-term goals and aims top of mind promotes collaboration ‘here and now’
- Please allocate tasks and responsibilities in such a manner that each party can do what they do best (‘specialize’)

4.7 SELECTION OF RELEVANT AND APPROPRIATE PARTNERS

Open Innovation is not done by one party. Different partners are needed in order to combine different competences or fields of expertise. To make Open Innovation successful, the right partners are needed. This process starts with identifying relevant and missing actors.

First, it is useful to assess whether conditions are present for the partner selection process:

• Diversity of collaboration: are you capable to work with diverse partners and in diverse forms of partnerships?
• Network building: have you built a network of diverse contacts and (potential) partners?
• Selection process: How structured is your partner selection process?
• Partner selection: how good are you in selecting the right partner for the right moment?
• Partnering: Are your employees trained in how to start, run, and finish partnerships?
• Training and education: To what extent are your employees capable of dealing and working with external partners?

Next, the right partners need to be selected—the following questions can help to do that:

• Which are potential and appropriate partners?
• What could be this partner’s role or position in the network or business model?
• What is this partner’s reputation? E.g., is it a trustworthy partner?
• Looking at different potential partners: is this a homogeneous or heterogeneous network

CHECKLIST - to evaluate the partner selection process:

☐ We have similar expectations
☐ We have complementary knowledge, skills and expertise
☐ All partners are able and willing to share financial risks
☐ We do not notice opportunistic behaviour
☐ We have similar culture and operational routines
☐ We are really willing to collaborate
4.8 STRUCTURE AND GOVERNANCE FOR COLLABORATION

Open Innovation does not mean that there is no structure or governance. On the contrary, choosing an appropriate structure and mode of governance is critical to its success. Parties can choose between different types of collaboration. In the table below several types of collaboration are listed with different typical durations, benefits and challenges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF COLLABORATION</th>
<th>TYPICAL DURATION</th>
<th>BENEFITS</th>
<th>CHALLENGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUBCONTRACTING</td>
<td>Short term</td>
<td>Reduction of costs, risks, and lead-time</td>
<td>Search costs (for product performance and quality)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROSS-LICENSEING</td>
<td>Fixed term</td>
<td>Technology acquisition</td>
<td>Contract cost and constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSORTIUM (E.G., A PROJECT)</td>
<td>Medium term</td>
<td>Expertise, standards, share funding</td>
<td>Knowledge leakage; subsequent differentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRATEGIC ALLIANCE</td>
<td>Flexible</td>
<td>Low commitment; market access</td>
<td>Potential lock-in; knowledge leakage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOINT VENTURE</td>
<td>Long term</td>
<td>Complementary know-how; dedicated management</td>
<td>Strategic drift; risk of cultural mismatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETWORK</td>
<td>Long term</td>
<td>Dynamic, learning potential</td>
<td>Static inefficiencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORPORATE VENTURING</td>
<td>Medium term</td>
<td>Developing technology options in early stages</td>
<td>Many ventures finally do not deliver value; problems with VCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROWDSOURCING</td>
<td>Short term</td>
<td>Tapping into the creativity of crowds or individuals</td>
<td>Crowds are hard to manage; outcomes can be different from what was expected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For creating an appropriate legal form, it can be helpful to ask for help from a (legal) advisor.

- Report Open Innovation activities to a central position within the organization, to create an overview
- Communicate Open Innovation activities within the organization, to inform all relevant people

CHECKLIST - to evaluate structure and governance:
- We chose a structure that helps us to achieve our collective goals
- We coordinate our Open Innovation activities
### 4.9 CONTRACTUAL ARRANGEMENTS

Contractual arrangements are critically needed for successful collaboration. It is unhelpful to avoid the effort of making contracts. Sooner or later, the lack of contracts can backfire.

Interestingly, there is interplay between (informal) trust and (formal) contracts: when there is trust, people can make a contract, and making a contract can improve feelings of trust.

Moreover, it can help to keep in mind that contracts need to be helpful to achieve collective goals (not an end in themselves) and need to be specific (focusing on the collaboration).

---

First clarify:
- What is the goal of the collaboration?
- Where do we need to make agreements on?

Topics that can be put into a contract:
- Ambitions and goals
- Business plan (strategy, activities and results)
- Scope of collaboration
- Legal issues
- Financial issues: Division of investments and revenues
- Regulations on compensation
- Governance structure
- Rules, tasks and responsibilities
- Ownership, e.g., how is intellectual property organised?
- Conflict management
- Exclusivity and competition
- Rules and solutions for dealing with internal and external developments
- Prerequisites for consequences of quitting the collaboration
- Communication structures
- Specifying location of activities

---

**CHECKLIST** - to evaluate contractual agreements:
- We have a clear view on the goal of the collaboration
- We have a clear view on where agreements are based on
- We have contracts everyone agrees on
4.10 EVALUATION OF PROCESS AND RESULTS

During the process of Open Innovation, it is critical to organize moments to evaluate the process of collaboration and innovation, and to the interim results.

This can be done by making ‘evaluation’ an agenda point of each meeting, and giving each participant room to express their thoughts and feelings on the process and its results. Alternatively, one could organize a meeting dedicated to evaluation once in a while.

If we do not create such moments for reflection, evaluation and discussion, there is a risk of tensions building up between people or parties with the risk of negative consequences.

The goal of evaluating is to share thoughts and feelings, to find ways to deal with negative sentiments, and to steer collaboration towards positive sentiments—and positive results.

Questions that can help to evaluate the process (to be answered by each participant):

- How satisfied are you with the current relationships and cohesion?
- How satisfied are you with the current communication processes?
- How satisfied are you with your organization’s commitment? And with the commitment of other participants and organizations?
- How satisfied are you with the trust and safety between participants?
- How satisfied are you with the climate for innovation within your organization? And with the climate for innovation between participants?
- Overall, how satisfied are you with these relational topics?
- How satisfied are you currently with the initial strategy and goals?
- How satisfied are you currently with the consortium and its partners?
- How satisfied are you with the current structure and governance?
- How satisfied are you with the current contractual arrangements?
- Overall, how satisfied are you with these structural topics?

Questions that can help to evaluate the (interim) results (to be answered by each participant):

- Looking at the concrete results that we envisioned (section 6), how are we moving forward?
- On a 1-10 scale (or 10-100%), how far have we realized what we envisioned, in your perception?
- How are we proceeding regarding our goals for health and wellbeing (section 6)?
- On a 1-10 scale (or 10-100%), how have we realized our health and wellbeing goals?
- How are we proceeding regarding our goals for green business (section 6)?
- On a 1-10 scale (or 10-100%), how have we realized our green business goals?
5 | NEXT STEPS

5.1 SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCES

In line with the Open Innovation approach, the SSL-erate project will facilitate the sharing of ‘success stories’ and ‘best practices’ of Open Innovation—and also of things that could be improved, e.g., ‘less successful’, with ‘lessons learned’ and recommendations to do things better next time.

You are encouraged to share your stories, e.g., on http://lightingforpeople.eu/open-innovation/

5.2 FURTHER READING

This Open Innovation Toolbox is based on various resources. Below is a list of recommended literature for further reading:

ACADEMIC LITERATURE

ONLINE RESOURCES
• Belbin team roles: http://www.belbin.com/rte.asp
• Business Model Generation CANVAS: http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com
• Leadership styles: http://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newLDR_B4.htm
• MOOI, Managing and Organizing Open Innovation: http://www.mooiforum.com (http://www.innovationmanagement.se/welcome-to-the-the-mooi-project/)

EXAMPLES OF OPEN INNOVATION
• Open Innovation Community: http://www.openinnovation.net
• IdeaConnection: http://www.ideaconnection.com/open-innovation-success
• Managing and Organizing Open Innovation: http://www.innovationmanagement.se/welcome-to-the-the-mooi-project